Audio recording with the Studio Voiceover Mic.

- Launch Audition, Audacity, or your favorite audio program.
- Make sure the selected microphone is the VR-50HD
  - From Audition’s Preference window select Audio Hardware and make sure VR_50HD is selected as the Default Input.
  - Audacity’s Microphone preferences are chosen via drop-down menu below the play/stop buttons. Select VR_50HD
- On the Audio mixer, press the Setup button for audio Channel 1 use the touch screen to confirm that:
  - +48V (Phantom Power) is turned ON (This powers the mic)
  - Mute is off
- Check your levels with the headphones plugged into the mixer (NOT the headphones plugged into the computer, there is a significant delay on the computer headphones).
- You can adjust volume and levels with the controls on the VR-50HD mixer (Audio Slider 1, Main Slider, Phones, Gain). The Voiceover Microphone is plugged into the Audio 1 slot.
- Slide the Audio 1 slider up to increase the volume
- For more advanced options, Press the Setup button and use the touch screen.
  - If you do not know what these settings do, please do not touch them.
  - If you change something for a particular audio effect please put it back when you are done using the room.
- Ensure the USB audio level knob is turned up sufficiently on the mixer (this is the microphone the recording program listens for)
- Record as usual, using the Voiceover microphone attached to the wall, near the computer.
- To listen to your files, take off the mixer headphones and put on the headphones plugged into the computer.
- You may still hear room noise from the microphone, so turn +48V off, mute, or slide the mic volume slider all the way down (to ensure a clear listening experience).